ABSTRACT. The process of changing a topology by some types of its local discrete expansion preserves s-closeness, S-closeness, semi-compactness, semi-T, semi-R, E {0,1,2}, and extremely disconnectness Via some other forms of such above replacements one can have topologies which satisfy separation axioms the original topology does not have
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the present paper (X, 7-) is a topological space (or simply a space X) on which no separation axioms are assumed unless explicitly stated. For any B C X, clTB (resp int7 B) denotes the closure (resp interior) of/3 A subset B is said to be regular open (resp regular closed) if B int, (clT(B)) (resp B -clT (int(B))) A subset B of a space X is said to be r-semi open [12] (resp 7--regular semi-open [2] ) if there exists a r-open (resp. r-regular open) set U satisfying U c/3 c clTU B is r-semi-closed [3] if the set X-B is r-semi-open. The family of all regular open (resp regular semiopen, semi-open) sets in X is denoted by RO(X, 7-) (resp RSO(X, 7-),SO(X, 7-)) The union (resp intersection) of all 7--semi-open (resp r-semi-closed) sets contained in B (resp containing/3) is called the 7--semi-interior [3] (resp 7--semi-closure [3] ) of B, and it is denoted as s-intB (resp s cluB) A space X is said to be extremely disconnected (denoted by E.D if for every open set U of X, clU is open in 7- The concept of local discrete expansion of a topology was first introduced by S P Young in 1977 [17] , "Let (X, 7-) be a topological space and A be any subset of X The topology 7-[A] {U-H U E 7-, H c A} is called the local discrete expansion of 7-by A A space X is semi-T2 [13] (resp semi-T [1]) iff for x, y E X, x :/: y there exist U and V SO(X, 7-),x U and y V such that U n V (resp cl.U fqclV---). Semi-T0 and semi-T1 were introduced to topological spaces [13] by replacing the word "open" by "semi-open" in the definitions ofT0 and T1 respectively A space X is semi-R0 [6] iff for each semi-open set U and x E U, s cl {x} c U A space X is semi-R1 [6] iff for x, y E X such that s-clT{x} : s-cl{y} there exist disjoint semi-open sets U and V such that s-clT{x} c U, and s-cl.{y} C V. A space X is called cid [15] if every countable infinite subspace of X is discrete. A space X is semi-compact [7] (resp s-closed [5] , S-closed [16] (-1,1) )={(-1,1)}u{(,mlla_>..,m>O }, heN U,., ((-1,-1))={(-1,-1)}U{(a,m) 
